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About This Content

Burned and lightly battered, this serial befriender is still truckin’ along. In a stunning departure from the rest of the oeuvre, Vol.
4 of Hiveswap Friendsim uses visuals, music and text to tell a story where you meet two trolls and try to make friends with

them. Navigate peaks and valleys, bathrooms and back rooms, busy streets and natural landscape, all to get another helping of
that sweet FRIENDSHIP pie. The friendship is the filling. The crust is more friendship.

---

You just crash-landed on Alternia, and you’re DESPERATE for friendship! Anyone will do...wait, who are those two trolls
approaching you?

The Hiveswap Friendsim is a quick, loosely-canonical visual novel adventure following the efforts of the unnamed protagonist
(that’s you!) to survive and maybe even thrive on the harsh surface of ALTERNIA. Set in the time of Hiveswap: Act 1, this

episodic visual novel’s opening volume, written by Homestuck creator Andrew Hussie, is sure to satisfy Homestuck and
Hiveswap fans who are eager for a darker stroll across the Alternian landscape.

Future episodes will arrive regularly as DLC.
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Title: Hiveswap Friendsim - Volume Four
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Developer:
What Pumpkin Games, Inc.
Publisher:
What Pumpkin Games, Inc.
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any DirectX-compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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hiveswap friendsim volume 4

gorgor is cool. anyone think tagora look like ya boi robbir rotten (RiP in peace)
also...
ThEY WERE THIS <LOSE TO MAKING A FU<KING SNOOPY JOKE BUT THEY HADE TO MAKE IT WORLD WAR 2
INSTEAD OF WW1 FU<K. Tagora will become your best friend and send you nice things while pretending it was just laying
around and you'll cry. Or that's just me, but all the same he's extremely good and important to befriend and Vikare is a
sweetheart.. I feel these two were very cleverly written! The Tagora jokes were delivered well and his combative personality
with blood castes higher than him made for an interesting personality dynamic, making him seem much more on edge and
anxious beneath his collected facade. Gor Gor may be my new favorite character from all the friendsim volumes alongside
Skylla, and his music feels very tasteful for his atmosphere. As for Vikare, I noticed he wasn't as popular in other reviews. I
assume a lot of this may come from his use of old-timey metaphors and idioms, however, I thought they were cleverly
incorporated into our little modern-day da Vinci. There was a little hiccup in consistency in which our player protagonist is able
to red the posters, but this did allow me to find out how trolls write their exclamation points. The was a lot of information in
both of these! I learned more about the social standing of rainbow drinkers, the relationship of a teal lawyer to their defendent in
court, the functions of drones, the stress of thought and idea crimes, the recyclable use of corpses, and much more. I would
recommend it.. I'm more than 5k bucks in debt but I love you Gor-Gor. Lol this one changed my view on Tagora. I was dreading
playing his route but when I got the good ending I cried because I love him so much. Vikare was great (He is literally the troll
Jake English) but GorGor has my heart.. I would absolutely take a drone laser and or welcome debt for Tagora Gorjek. That is
all.
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Volume Four is a thing now, and it's not that good and that's really the only way I can describe it. The entire volume is just
mediocre and the only thing to exceed that is the art which like Volume 3 is still really nice looking for both the characters and
the backgrounds. The music is fine, it's not great but not bad, it fits their respective characters. Besides that though everything
else in here is not that great.

Robbie Rotten troll is alright, not bad and a bit funny but the whole being a greedy lawyer joke does start to get a bit repetitive
by the end. The added debt tracker is a least a nice detail and shows they atleast put in some effort. Vikare is much worse and
none of his dialogue is really funny and it's just boring. But it's also no where near bad enough to be funny, it's just really boring.
The actual plot of Vikare's path is just messy and nothing really happens during it despite it's length.

Even though I really didn't enjoy this volume, however I did atleast enjoy the added efforts of having more than just the
standard 2 choices in Vikare's route and hope it's used in a better way for a better volume. Honestly, just skip this volume
because it's just boring. At the very least there was absolutely no vaping.

Score: Worse than Volume 2\/5. YEs!! I love this game! I think, for me, it ranks about second over all of them! Thank you
Hiveswap team!. Vikares route was not as interesting to me as far as the story goes, but it had pretty great visuals, Vikare does
have a well designed character though and the story was well written. Gorgor had a VERY interesting story and is a great
character, nuff said. Music was great once again.. This one made me a Gor Gor fan which I didn;t think could happen XD
Vikare was alos very fun. Their routes were very interesting and I have two new favorite characters :3. The story paths in this
DLC feel much more fleshed out than the previous ones, and Volume 3 was already pretty darn good. Each choice actually goes
pretty far before concluding, instead of dead-ending almost immediately like a few of the earlier ones. Or at least it felt that
way.

Tagora was an incredibly fun story path, and his legal shenanigans were excellent.

Vikare had a goofy story, but the writing of his dialogue was fun. I actually read most of it out loud because his vocabulary is
fun.. Tagora's route was hilarious in some ways and great, and finally being able to take a bath is nice lmao. Also when he gets
mad, an unreal sense of horror washes over me! Someone that flimsy has no place being so effectively intimidating, it's great
lmao His music is really jazzy and fun, too. (Not sure jazzy is the word I want to use, but I'm not great with words, so w\/e)

Vikare is bestest boyyo, gentle boi who likes airplanes and keeps a photo of his lusus on him at all times. One of the endings
kinda referenced Tavros, which was really startling but also interesting, considering Vikare's flight obsession.

I love both these boys, this is probably my favorite routes, just in terms of enjoying both characters' routes emmensely. I think
there were one or two individual characters' routes that I enjoyed more, but Volume Four is probably my favorite overall.. The
fourth installment of Hiveswap Friendsim. I felt that the third Wright brother's character just wasn't very interesting, but with 3
choices and decent writing, he was still somewhat enjoyable nonetheless. Tagora, however, is the character that takes the cake.
My personal favorite in the series, Tagora is an ambulance chasing lawyer, and I found his whole section the most genuinely
entertaining thus far, even though his part featured only 2 choices.. \ud83d\udc4c\ud83d\udc4c\ud83d\udc4c
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